Endorsements From Past Participants
•

“I enjoyed sharing experiences with a very high quality group of people and Linkage did a terrific job facilitating excellent dialogues.” Ted Gaffney, Formerly EVP Biz Dev & Corp Strategic Planning, The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd. (BTMU), (USA)

•

“I felt that the material covered was relevant and easily crossed borders... The format was the best I have encountered...the relatively
free-flowing conversation were, to me, the highlights of the course.” - Ed Sheehy, President, Southeast Toyota Distributors (USA)

•

“A good week of thinking through new concepts and occasionally, different paradigms. It was a useful investment of time...“- Peter
Lim, General Manager – Legal & Corporate Affairs, Caltex Australia Group (Australia)

•

“I thoroughly enjoyed 20 Conversations. The mix of faculty members, topics and fellow delegates in an informal setting was an
excellent way to connect and discuss the concepts tabled… Overall the program gets a huge endorsement from me.” - David Farr,
COO, Commonwealth Bank Australia (Australia)

•

“In 5 days, I had great ideas and reflections. The conversations format was unique and efficient, and most importantly, effective.” - Lim
Chow Kiat, Group Chief Investment Officer, GIC Private Limited (Singapore)

•

“Conversation is an Art. The best piece will take you to a special place. 20 Conversations will leave you an enduring impact.”- Sutat
Chew, Executive Vice President, Singapore Exchange Limited (Singapore)

•

‘’I am most impressed with the discipline of structuring 20 conversations around relevant and important topics in 5 days. It enables
rapid learning and reinforcement of shared experience. It’s a useful course for senior and top executives to refresh their views and
ideas. Disciple and openness to deferring views is important and Linkage has somehow found a way to do it. Well done!
Congratulations and thank you! - William Tan, Formerly CEO, Singapore Airlines Engineering (Singapore)

•

“A very unique format conducive for a high level of participation and interaction coupled with high-class faculty.” - Thyagi Thyagarajan,
Independent Director, Tata Consultancy Services (India)

•

“Thought-provoking and well-designed program.” - Wayne Chen, Executive Vice President, Chief Human Resources Officer, Vanke
(China)(Formerly MD North East Asia, Hay Group)
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Endorsements From Past Participants
•

“20 Conversations allows you to step out of your leadership myopia. I appreciate the casual setting in which you converse on a
variety of leadership topics and business cases with some of the top minds from Harvard Business School and renowned
universities.” - Hans De Cuyper, CFO and Board Member, AG Insurance (Belgium)

•

“The amount of knowledge and ideas shared during the 20 Conversations was invaluable, and I truly enjoyed the five days sharing
thoughts and experiences with such distinguished people. This programme is an opportunity that shouldn’t be missed.” - Tan Sri Dr. Ali
Hamsa, Chief Secretary to the Government of Malaysia cum Chairman of MRT Corp (Malaysia)

•

“20 Conversations was refreshing change from traditional leadership development programs. In addition to the insights shared by the
faculty, there was tremendous value gained by discussions with other C-Level executives on real-world business issues…. I wouldn’t
hesitate recommending it to other executives longing for an innovation learning experience.” - Adam Bennett, Group Executive, Business
and Private Banking, Commonwealth Bank Australia (Australia)

•

“Refreshing way to learn from conversations with professors, practitioners and amongst ourselves. Highly recommended.” - Tan Tong
Hai, CEO, StarHub (Singapore)

•

“Very good environment for conversation and getting the knowledge on leadership! I can learn and draw ideas from chief executives
and very famous faculty of US universities such as Harvard Business School, MIT. I am better and better day-by-day!” - Le Manh Hung,
Group Vice President, PetroVietnam (Vietnam)

•

“The program provided many thought provoking and insightful perspectives on a wide range of leadership issues through 20 very
engaging conversations. I found many concepts and principles discussed very useful and relevant in the real situations confronting
leaders today.” - Chang Long Jong, Deputy CEO, MediaCorp Pte Ltd (Singapore)

•

“As a university professor, I really enjoy assigning grades to everything. I would give the Linkage 20 Conversations program an A+.
The program is insightful and makes me rethink the definition of education. My classmates are also smart, funny and enjoyable to talk
to. “ - Dan Li, Associate Professor and Assistant Dean, School of Economics, Fudan University (China)

•

“Powerful learning experience. Great conversations!” - Sebastien Ballore, CEO Development, Ballore Group (France)
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